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Meet the Press: Building relationships between industry, 
journalists & publishers 



What’s in it for you? 

● Publicity 
● Prestige 
● Validation 
● Career development 
● Connections 
● Information 



Routes to publicity 



What do you want to publicize? 

● Scientific results 
● Products, services, vacancies 
● Company news (M&A activity, investments, facilities…) 
● Projects, initiatives, collaborations 
● Industry-wide trends & challenges (& what you’re doing about them) 
● Your experience and expertise 



The Physics World Focus series 

● Covering physics-based industry, one topic at a time 
● Online collections about space science and emerging quantum tech 
 



● Daniel Twitchen & Matthew Markham, 
Element Six 
● Described an emerging “hot topic” 

(NV centres in diamond) 
● Discussed what their company is 

doing 
● Made predictions about the future 

Case study: Projects, initiatives, collaborations 



● Janelle Shane (Boulder Nonlinear 
Systems) 
● Started with a broad “hot topic” 

(autonomous vehicles) 
● Picked an issue within that topic 

(laser range-finding) 
● Explained why it’s important 
● Described what her company is 

doing about it 

Case study: Industry-wide challenges 



● David Lidzey & James Kingsley (Ossila) 
● Shared their company’s “start-up 

story” 
● Lessons learned 
● Mistakes made 
● Advice for people in similar 

situations 

Case study: Experience 



● Lucian Hand (Altos Photonics) 
● Getting a message out to the wider 

professional community 
● Publicity for himself as an industry 

authority 

Case study: Expertise 



 
Forging connections across the 
academic and industrial physics 
communities 

Tim Smith, Associate Director 
IOP Business Innovation and Growth conference, London 
26 February 2019 



Education 

Research 

Post-Career Supporting the Life 
Cycle of Physicists 

Promoting the Wider Relevance 
and Influence of Physics 

Physics is central to our society. The Institute of Physics 
aims to advance physics for the benefit of all. 



IOP and industry – authors, readers and Board members 



- Books - 

- Journals - 

- Magazines - 

- Science news sites - 

- Conference Series - 

Physics 
Community 

- Data and code -  

http://cms.iopscience.org/e962cc0d-e969-11e2-936c-116b8c294dca/ebooks-sales.html#concise


Usage of IOP content from researchers in industry 

53 
countries 

5% 
IOP 

downloads 
from 

industry 

>500 
companies 

downloaded 
content  



Top 10 IOP journals cited in patents 

Presenter
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Spirit of openness is gaining traction in the science communityIncreasing call to make research data, software code and experimental methods publicly available and transparent.Access to underlying data will address a 'crisis' in science whereby too few findings are successfully reproduced.The best way for researchers to gather the range of observations that are necessary to speed up discoveries or to identify large-scale trends.Computer code written by scientists forms the basis of an increasing number of studies across many fields (and an increasing number of papers that report the results).



Content streams in response to the needs of our community 

SCHOLARLY 
JOURNALS 

New research 

Targeted 
special 

collections 

Data 
Code 

Multimedia 

Tutorials 

Reviews 

Roadmaps 



The Roadmap programme 

1. Provide an overview of the status, current challenges and future 
milestones to achieve new discovery and technological innovation 
 

2. Specifically targeted to areas that bridge academic research with 
the industry sector; 
 

3. Designed to bring together leading voices and multiple 
perspectives through collaborative authorship; 
 

4. Provide THE authoritative resource for the community with long 
term usage and value; 
 

5. Deliver visibility, impact and new collaborative opportunities for 
the authors/organisations involved 
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The Roadmap programme – Journal of Physics D: Applied Physics  



The Roadmap programme – alignment with industry driven events 

• Dedicated to “shaping the nanoscience landscape” 
• Key remit to bridge academia with industry 
• Roadmaps commissioned in partnership with industry-inspired 

workshops 
• The Workshop on Biological Pathways for Electronic 

Nanofabrication and Materials sought to establish a 10 years 
vision for biologically based manufacturing for existing, as well as 
alternative, electronics.  



eBooks 

• Exposure for your ideas in a global community of scientists at 
all stages of their careers 

 
• An ebook can be thought of as a unique online reference 

point for you, your colleagues and your company, to 
showcase expertise, domain knowledge and capability to our 
cross-disciplinary readership 

 
• If your book has an educational focus you have an 

opportunity to help educate and connect with the next 
generation of early-career scientists 

 



eBooks 

• Melys Diagnostics Ltd, UK 
• Advanced Fluidics LLC, USA 
• FD Solutions Ltd, UK 



Publishing partnerships with major funding programmes 

• Shared mission to bring together academia and industry  



Showcasing global industry-related initiatives 

• Specifically commissioned Perspectives 
connecting fundamental research with 
industry  



What do industry physicists want from journalists and publishers? 
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